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Edit The referral of the product as "bath tissue" in toilet paper commercials. Commercials for Orbit gum
featured people talking in this manner after having it e. The inhabitants of Amazon Lily have a tendency to use
the world "jewels" to refer to testicles, best seen with their interaction with Luffy The Macross franchise
features a multipurpose euphemism in "Deculture", borrowed from Zentraedi slang, generally meaning
anything from "amazing! Seeing men and women together in Macross: Do You Remember Love? When it
was translated for American broadcasting, she instead claimed to have the greatest talent. However, there was
no way for them to remove the rather unambiguous gesture that accompanied the line and its original meaning.
Another unusual euphemism for Sailor Moon: In episode 5 of Strike Witches , the seemingly innocent
protagonist Yoshika has a very The comical Nosebleed , a very common sight in anime and manga is in fact
an Unusual Euphemism. See the entry for more details. The title of FLCL. Throughout the series, these four
intentionally ill-defined syllables are used throughout the series to refer to, among God only knows what,
sexual acts. This has lead viewers to falsely believe it to be an onomatopoetic Japanese expression referring to
breast fondling. In Texhnolyze the euphemism for a gang-war is Matsuri, which is Japanese for "Festival",
though the offical translation calls it a "Spectacle". Its purpose is mainly to demonstrate how people in the
show feel about violence as a way to solve problems. Kikaider gave us "fixing your arm" They never called it
"magical," and "elixir" is already a euphemism for alcohol. When Shikamaru looks through a bingo book of
the Akatsuki members and becomes tired of it, he exclaims "What a pack of wolves! Including in canon, by
her brother. To "pull a Turkey" is to hold in your pee. HAPPY END has become a euphemism in Mirai Nikki ,
especially after Yuno actually got hers Considered how Nanoha has to almost vaporize people with her magic,
who later become her friends , befriended has gained a completely new meaning in the fandom. As seen on the
page: Boku wa Tomodachi ga Sukunai gave us "Living dutch wife! When Hinata Aki of Keroro Gunso finally
appeared in a swimsuit, only one word could be used to describe her In Hayate the Combat Butler , the
Yakuza who are initially after Hayate after his parents sold his organs to them to pay off their gambling debts
are constantly refered to as "the Very Nice Men". In the series DearS , the Lady Killer of the series often asks
if the woman with him would like some Coffee. How the situation is like how the girl is getting dressed in the
background strongly suggest this is a euphemism for sex. One episode of Yu Yu Hakusho had Yusuke fighting
what appeared at first to be a female demon. When Kuwabara complained that Yusuke was being too rough,
he explained that, in the course of the fight, he learned that his opponent was actually crossdressing. The
Japanese had him put it as the demon having "something downstairs", but the dub gives us this wild variation.
The family jewels have not been stolen. Which led to a hilarious adaptation in Italian where "razzo" rocket ,
was used instead of "cazzo" cock, an actual Italian interjection used in similar way to the English "crap!
Spider-Man writer Peter David said he had considered introducing "shuck" as another futuristic epithet, on the
grounds that it was a combination of "shit" and "fuck". Before that, his cussing was represented by the usual
string of punctuation. What the Gumball did you do to me, you Windshield?! I just gave you what I call a
"Barry Ween" chip. And if he gets really upset and starts swearing non-stop, the chip causes him to sing show
tunes. Judge Dredd often shouts "Stom! No definition is ever given, and, aside from the obvious variations
such as "funting", several more unsual forms appear, such as "smugfunt" and "funtwipe", further enhancing
the ambiguity of the word. Given the often tongue-in-cheek nature of the series, it is likely that this is, at least
in part, a nod to similar practices in other sources, particularly earlier AD strips. The Legion of Super-Heroes
comic had a variety of alternate swear words, including "Pain in the klordny", which an editor translated as
"neck" when challenged on it. Why "pain in the neck" would need a euphemism was unanswered, and later
usage included "get off your klordny" Most of them are used inconsistently. And on occasion, curses from
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other universes are used Oh, frak. When encountering as many alien species as The Main Man, one cannot
always be sure of the gender of the person one is insulting. New Frontier book series. Averted in Madman , in
which the titular character is unable to curse due to an unknown issue. Captain Haddock from Tintin used a
variety of very creative oaths, mostly variations on "Blistering barnacles! Tintin himself was prone to shout
"Great Snakes! The Art of War, where Bumblebee races against Arcee. Hey Arcee, if I win, you owe me a
kiss! What was your superhero name? I met Captain America once. He asked my what my name was. Man he
beat seven shades of it out of me. Left me in a dumpster with a bar of soap shoved in my mouth. A faerie in
Sandman mutters " Iron nails! Which actually is a real life minced oath in Sweden. When is moved over to
AD, it started using the same curses as Judge Dredd. A number of early Dredd stories also used Dok. In Orc
Stain the eponymous race are rather proud of their gronches. Some of the insults slung between them are "son
of a biscuit-eating bulldog! The woman purrs, "Talk dirty to me. Snickers chocolate bars in their "Not going
anywhere for a while? The Jayhawks were later known as the Vibrations, and also the Marathons, who did a
song called "Peanut Butter". The Jayhawks did "Stranded in the Jungle" first and had a regional West Coast hit
with it, while the Cadets made the song a national hit. Frank Zappa also used the phrase, in his song "Nanook
Rubs It". Commercials for Cialis a drug to treat erectile dysfunction will feature a couple kissing and pawing
one another. It will later cut to the couple sitting in separate bathtubs, usually in an outside scene. It may be
the most unusual euphemism of them all, since no one seems to be able to figure out how this motif relates to
sex. A competing product, Enzyte, featured ads rife with wink-wink euphemisms such as: An ad for Oreo
Fudge Cremes has a family sampling the cookies and being moved to such exclamations as "Shut the front
door! The girl who was unfamiliar with the poem was freaking out. A Torchwood fic once referred to sperm
as "cheap white carbohydrates. And ejaculate is more protein than carbs anyway. Stormbenders , an Avatar:
The Last Airbender fanfic, uses the term "pearl diving". When a man asks a woman if she would like to
participate, it has nothing to do with oysters. Incidentally, the town that the main characters reside in is called
"Oyster District"; this term gives the town name a whole new meaning. A particular pre- clonebomb fanfic
somewhere in the Homestuck fandom has Jade decide that "tangle buddies" is an appropriate name for
nervous interlacing of fingers, which then gets seized on for some reason as a euphemism. Luna had to go to a
custody hearing when her mum died, and hers came out all right. So she was transferring some of her luck to
me, for tomorrow. I wanted to say that. The Ballad of Twilight Sparkle gave us the somewhat memorable
statement that using magic with an antimagic collar apparently "hurts like an applebucker". Admittedly, given
that "apple-bucking" in My Little Pony Friendship Is Magic consists of kicking a tree hard enough to rattle all
the apples out of it in one blow, it seems reasonable that being bucked would indeed hurt a lot. In the Mega
Crossover fan comic Roommates Erik swears almost entirely in musical terms. In Alien Nation , the aliens use
the term "sykes", which is later revealed to translate as "excrement cranium". Coincidentally, the main human
character is named Sykes Anita tells her mother to "Feck off"; when their mother reacts as to the actual swear,
William eleven years old at this point comments that she said "feck". Fields was the grandfather of this trope,
since he wrote his own movie screenplays under bizarre pseudonyms. Phrases like "Godfrey Daniels! In
Splash, the tour guide who first sees the naked Madison shouts "Bocce Balls! Romon Maroni is a Sir
Swearsalot who delivers Cluster F Bombs that are entirely composed of unusual euphamisms such as
"cork-soakers," "farging" "somanumbatches" and "icehole. In the first Spy Kids movie, Carmen reacts in
dismay in one scene with "Oh shiiiiiiiiiitake mushrooms. Since most businesses have been converted into
brothels, whatever their previous product was, is now used as a euphemism for sexual acts. Amusingly
enough, he meant it literally at first this being the reason he arranged the marriage in the first place , then
began using the phrase euphemistically while expounding on her other Sex Drive has "visiting my grandma"
as a euphemism for having sex. Incidentally, this is also a Shout-Out to a skit in The State, in which a
character mentions visiting his grandma, his tablemates tease him by suggesting that he has sex with her, and
then he coolly admits it.
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